
WORKING CAPITAL SIMULATION MANAGING GROWTH

Partnership with Nutrilife: Meaningful top-line growth. Increased accounts receivable. Increased inventory balances.
Drain on cash flow.

In addition to their contract offer with Atlantic Wellness, SNC also considered the acceptance of Ayurveda
Naturals with the contract offer which was favorable to SNC as it payment terms reflected a net gain of
approximately  It can cause higher interest rates on loans and credit fees as well as force businesses to face
hardships when it comes to registration costs, policies and equipment needed for the business. By declining
the Super Sports Center will improve the account receivable and improve the cash flow due to the fact that
increases the accounts receivables and the inventory balances and in return it decreases the cash flow because
it increases the EBIT earnings before interest taxes partially offset by increased EBIT due to the favorable
contract negotiated with Ayurveda Naturals. Each opportunity will include a set of limited financial
projections. Sunflower Nutraceutical is a business that started as a direct â€”to-consumer distributor and
retailer in products related to supplements that include vitamins, minerals and herbs for women, and all ages.
In some situations they changed whether it dropped or risen, and others they were completely stagnant with
their movement through each phase. Tighten accounts receivable in Phase 1 2. The following 10 opportunities
have been evaluated and six of them have been selected as they resulted in favorable impact: 1. I chose to take
on a new customer because SNC needed the exposure to become known as it is starting to get widespread
exposure. Expand online presence in Phase 2 6. Since SNC is an online business is imperative that these area
works perfectly that is friendly user. The later ones has to be decline due to the fact the there is a slight
increase of cash but more inventory to maintain. Phase 1, I chose to acquire a new customer and tighten up
accounts receivable in both times I did the simulation. If this were a sole proprietorship, it would really be
stressful to handle all by their lonesome. The financial impact general direction increase or decrease only no
detailed computations of accepting the opportunity on key metrics such as revenue, EBIT, working capital,
cash flow, etc. Leveraging their Supplier Discount â€” SNC is considering an offer to add Atlantic Wellness a
large successful food chain to their nutraceutical product line. Acquire a new customer in Phase 1 4. The
Income Statement shows that sales have been consistent the cost of sales has shifted causing the EBIT to drop
in and to rise in  Your accept reject decision. Limiting access to financing can hinder any company or person
from trying to grow their business. The company considered and accepted the Atlantic Wellness contract as it
allows them to increase company sales almost doubled for 2mm. The limit of access to finances also hinders
the process to develop and own their own brand of products. Because of their somewhat restrictive financing
options, they are only able to use a small percentage approx. Get Essay It is the goal of SNC and to advise
them in terms of investing for growth and cash flow improvement opportunities. Below I will point out how
and why I made each decision. Phase 3 Balance sheet Income Statement. Managing Growth Simulation
Introduction The complete course has reveled us the great idea to influence our trends and intelligence while
analyzing the entire details of Sunflower Nutraceuticals SNC company followed with all the decisions of the
company which tends to increase their working capital and maximizing the overall organizational growth
potentially with respect to time, as we have figured out the data and change in numbers below which reflects
the growth annually.


